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Below is Labour for a Green New Deal’s submission to the Labour Party policy
development review. It covers all the questions posed in the consultation, under seven
headings. They are not intended to cover every element of policymaking, but rather focus
on key headline areas.

1. Principles for democratic policymaking

Labour’s policy-making should rest on one overarching principle: democracy. This is
essential for a democratic socialist party: grassroots-led policymaking is a vital part of
our aim to democratise society by putting ownership of the economy into the hands of
the many and not the few. It is also a necessary prerequisite for a party founded to
represent the interests of the working class to be accountable to the millions of trade
unionists and party activists who constitute its base within society, rather than
entrenched elite interests. We live and work in the communities Labour seeks to
represent and are driven by a desire to win elections and transform this country in the
interests of the many. Party conference represents the defining vehicle for members
and unions to have our voice heard - its sovereignty should be enhanced.

In addition, Labour’s policy-making process should be more engaging, both with
members and unions, and with the wider public. If we want impactful policy which
speaks to the lives of working-class people, then that has to come from a democratic
and engaging process, not merely a top-down imposition. If members and trade
unionists have an active role in forming policy, then they will also be motivated to go out
on the doorstep and win popular support - not just at election times, but all year round.

2. Labour’s policy-making process: a broken system

Since being founded in 2019, our campaign has seen the best of Labour’s democracy
and the worst. At its best, through conference, Labour’s policymaking process offered
party members and trade unions to set the policy direction of the party towards a Green
New Deal agenda which offered transformative benefits to left-behind communities
across the country, the best-rated environmental policy of any party, and a
groundbreaking climate justice agenda hailed across the world. Working hand in glove
with members and trade unions, the Labour Party had the beginnings of an
election-winning green agenda, before it was tragically cut short.

However, we have also witnessed an increasingly broken and unrepresentative system.
Despite composite 17 mandating a 2030 net-zero target passing with near-unanimous
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support, and the party’s rulebook mandating the inclusion of motions with more than ⅔
support in Labour’s policy programme, this was not translated into a manifesto
commitment at the 2019 General Election. In 2020, after promising the most radical
green recovery programme in the world, Labour disregarded the more than 70% of
submissions to its National Policy Forum policy consultation supporting our People’s
Green New Deal. Representatives on the environmental commission of the NPF did not
even see the party’s green recovery report prior to publication, demonstrating members’
minimal influence in policy formation. Commitments mandated by conference and
leadership election promises have seemingly been cast aside without issue.

The flaws in the NPF run far deeper. As the 2018 Democracy Review confirmed, the NPF
is a highly dysfunctional system - only a third of its members are democratically elected
by members; the submissions and commission report process is opaque and
unaccountable; and decisions are demonstrably taken by Shadow Cabinet members and
party officials alone.

Finally, we are witnessing worrying signs signalling the dangers of abandoning
democratic policymaking. The green recovery report didn’t reflect the
democratically-expressed wishes of members or mention commitments to common
ownership and wealth taxes included in Keir Starmer’s 10 pledges. It did, however,
include uncritical commitments to hydrogen and carbon capture and storage, without
engaging with their potential to abet greenwashing by Big Polluters. This raises
worrying questions over the role of big business lobbying within policymaking. The
best antidote is democracy.

3. Conference and the sovereignty of members & unions

In addition to conferences for nations, regions and marginalised groups, the sovereignty
of Labour’s Annual Conference should be restated and strengthened. The ⅔ rule should
be formalised, with manifestos obliged to respect the motions passed by conference.
While a review of compositing may be required, key policy demands which are passed
by conference should as a rule be included within party manifestos. The remit of clause
V meetings should be reviewed to ensure alignment with these principles. As the most
basic and democratic way for Labour members to engage with policy, the path
stretching from party and affiliated union branches to Conference should remain the
primary, sovereign policy-making process within the party.
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In addition, Shadow Cabinet members should be held to account for how their policies
match with conference policies, leadership election promises and consultation results.
Annual Conference should have the ability to censure failures to follow party policy.

Finally, successful (composited) motions from recent conferences should be submitted
into the NPF, with the members or trade unions who instigated the motion invited to the
relevant Policy Commission meetings.

4. The future of the NPF: radical reform or replacement?

As outlined above, the NPF is not fit for purpose. We believe it should either be replaced
or radically reformed, with democracy and transparency at the heart of a new,
empowered forum. The first step would be to strongly alter the NPF’s composition, so
that member and trade union representatives constitute the overwhelming majority of
places. As the 2018 Democracy Review stated: “the priority of the new policy making
structure is that it is a bottom up and to maximise member and affiliate involvement.”
NPF members should have direct mandates and be accountable for them.

Secondly, the powers of the NPF should be restated and strengthened. Labour’s Green
Recovery Report was produced and published prior to its NPF report, with little
discernible link between them. While the NPF report reflected members’ and unions’
emphasis on the question of ownership, for example, it was conspicuous in its absence
from Labour’s policy proposals. As a democratic process the NPF or its replacement
should have a more binding effect on the Party’s policy positions. As the Democracy
Review argued, NPF policy papers should be accountable to annual conference, with
amendments, reportbacks and minority papers.

Thirdly, a far greater degree of transparency is required. Statistics around NPF
consultations should be published within the Party as a matter of course. Our campaign
was forced to ask for simple statistics around the 2020 Environment consultation for
several weeks before the figure was supplied (and not published). If the NPF is to
continue there should be much greater transparency about how it operates – who is
involved, what impact they have, what decisions were made, when and how often they
meet etc – and how submissions have impacted on policy documents.

Finally, the confusing and opaque NPF website should be simplified and dragged into
the 21st century. There should be much more active engagement with members and
unions, with staff capacity dedicated to facilitating this if required.
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5. Democratising from the ground up

The consultation rightly raises crucial questions around embedding policy within
communities, and ensuring it speaks to ordinary people’s lives and desires. The answer
is a democratised Labour Party making our case and organising in every community
across the country. Expanding regional and local democracy will be crucial to draw on
members’ and trade unionists’ wisdom and presence and thus ensure we marry radical,
socialist policymaking with a relevant programme in every community. Merseyside
Labour for a Green New Deal’s recent proposals are an excellent case in point, marrying
local expertise with transformative vision. By bringing in local members, unions and
genuinely empowering them through democratically created policy, we can excite
people and win in local government, before winning in the country. This is the way to
inspire, canvass and win over.

The work of the Community Organising Unit in 2019, bringing activists, trade unionists
and members of the public together in key swing seats together to imagine what a
Green New Deal might look like in their area, is a brilliant example of how Labour can
pioneer new forms of democracy while strengthening its base (and electoral prospects)
in key constituencies. Likewise, the regional manifestos, tragically under emphasised, of
the 2019 election were a laudable initiative to translate abstractions like ‘1 million green
jobs’ into tangible investment and jobs in your community. They should be built on,
involving local members, trade unions, the Community Organising Unit and local people.

6. New Directions

There is more to be done to build a vibrant movement offering radical, popular, relevant
policy. More active political education and engagement efforts would be welcome,
especially from the Shadow Cabinet. These should be as open as possible - including
opening up discussions with affiliates so as to avoid a two-speed membership system
within the party. This is all the more important given that affiliates are prevented from
having distinct policy programmes, and will therefore be limited in policy activity.
Instead, the work of the COU, and public events, including those organised with member
groups, should be expanded.
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As covid transforms our working and educational lives, Labour must also upgrade itself
for the 2020s and embrace digital democracy. It is regrettable that the Liberal
Democrats were able to organise a digital conference with policy-making powers in
2020 but Labour was not. Fallback plans for this eventuality should be prepared as a
matter of urgency. More broadly, through the NPF or its replacement, and in local
government, there is plenty of scope to pilot digital democracy in policymaking - it
should be piloted as the Democracy Review suggested.

7. Summary

Democratising Labour’s policy process isn’t just vital to enacting our principles, it’s the
way we produce ambitious, election-winning policy in every corner of the country, rooted
in communities and with a transformative vision to improve our society. Members and
trade unions are the lifeblood of our party, and the key to our success, and to marrying
our radical horizons with everyday lives. Starting with the NPF and the empowerment of
Conference, Labour must fix its broken policy system and put power in the hands of
members and unions. Keir Starmer was absolutely right to promise to democratise
policymaking in his leadership pitch - now it is time to follow through.
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